
Response to Questions 

Request for Proposal for Tree Maintenance Harbor Bay Zone LLD 84-2 

Questions from Proposers Due: May 2, 2024 

Response from City Due: May 9, 2024 

Proposal Due Date: May 16, 2024 

1. Do you have additional detailed maps to help further clarify the areas? 
a. The City does not have any additional existing maps of the area defined in the 

Request for Proposals (RFP). Please refer to RFP Appendix A for written 
description and all maps, including right of way and setback details beginning on 
document page 18. 

2. Do you have specific quantities or do you just need per unit pricing? 
a. If determined, specific quantities are listed in the project pricing sheet (Appendix 

C), otherwise the City is requesting proposers provide per unit prices where noted. 
As noted in the RFP, Appendix C reflects anticipated requirements in Year 1 of the 
agreement. 

3. What does line 11 “service line clearance” mean?  
a. Trimming to provide clearance of utility lines. 

4. Is this job union or prevailing wage? 
a. This work is subject to prevailing wage. 

5. Is there tree work only in the two specified areas/maps or is it Alameda wide? 
a. The tree work is not Alameda wide, it is specific to the Harbor Bay areas as 

described in the RFP appendices.  
6. What are the expectations of the tree vendor for traffic control, no parking signs, on site 

project management, etc? 
a. For any work performed, the selected Provider will be responsible for 

implementing any necessary traffic controls, including no parking signs and 
necessary project management. Please see RFP Section 4 and Section 2 of the City’s 
Standard Service Provider Agreement (Appendix B) for additional detail. 

7. Is there an interested/potential proposer list for the RFP and if so, can it be viewed? 
a. The City does not have an interested/potential proposers list for this project. 

 


